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Optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) is the sawtooth movement of the eye elicited when an observer views a
repeated moving pattern. We present a method for identifying the presence and direction of OKN in
recordings of the eye made using a standard off-the-shelf video-camera or webcam. Our approach uses
vertical edge detection to determine the limbus/iris boundary, and we estimate the velocity of the edge
using Lucas–Kanade optical flow. Heuristic rules are applied to identify saccadic velocity peaks from the
resulting velocity signal. The normalized average of the resulting peaks is used to estimate the presence/
direction of OKN. Our preliminary testing with six participants observing global motion stimuli with full
or partial coherence yields an accuracy of 93% which compares favorably to the performance of an expe-
rienced human observer (98% accuracy). Additional tests using high contrast, square-wave gratings show
that performance of the technique is consistent at stimulus speeds of 5 and 10 deg/s and that OKN is not
reported by the algorithm when participants view stationary stimuli.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. General Introduction

Optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) is an involuntary eye movement
elicited by continuously moving patterns (Büttner & Kremmyda,
2007, chap. Smooth pursuit eye movements & optokinetic
nystagmus). The motion consists of a smooth phase (which occurs
as the eye tracks a target) followed by a saccade in the opposite
direction (resetting event), that allows the eye to refixate on a
new feature of the stimulus. As shown by Fig. 1A, the characteristic
movement is a sawtooth in the displacement versus time graph.

OKN only occurs when the motion of a continuously moving
pattern is detected by the visual system and therefore the presence
or absence of OKN can provide an objective measure of visual func-
tion (Han et al., 2011). The use of OKN to assess visual function
may be particularly useful when testing observers who are unable
to provide reliable behavioral or verbal responses such as young
children (Yu et al., 2013). Recently, it has been proposed that the
visual pathway responsible for motion processing is particularly
vulnerable to developmental disorders (Braddick, Atkinson, &
Wattam-Bell, 2003; Grinter, Maybery, & Badcock, 2010;
Macintyre-Béon et al., 2010). In this context, the ability to accu-
rately assess the presence and direction of OKN in response to a
range of dynamic visual stimuli such as global motion
(Newsome, Britten, & Movshon, 1989) may provide a useful tool
for the assessment of neurological function, particularly in young
observers.

Computer based detection of OKN is attractive, particularly for
less visible stimuli and for measurements that require a consider-
able number of trials. Moreover, objective measures can avoid any
bias that may exist in a clinical judgement. The standard quantita-
tive methods for detecting OKN are: electro-oculography, which
entails the use of electrodes to measure the change in electrical
potential as the eye (a strong dipole) rotates (Marg, 1951); corneal
reflection techniques, in which near infra-red (IR) light is reflected
from the cornea (Young & Sheena, 1975); and video-oculography,
in which the eye’s position is tracked using digital video
(Duchowski, 2007). Video-oculography is attractive because it is
a non-invasive approach that can be implemented using low-cost
off-the-shelf hardware (Li, Babcock, & Parkhurst, 2006). Commer-
cially available video-oculography devices are typically IR based,
and generally require fixed mounting of camera on a chin-rest or
the head to maintain a fixed, unobstructed view of the eye. Eye
tracking under these conditions is a well characterized problem.
Daugman’s classic iris recognition work introduced an integro-dif-
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Fig. 1. Signals measured from a commercially available eye tracking system. (A)
The sawtooth displacement versus time signal typical of OKN. (B) The velocity
versus time signal (calculated here by differentiating displacement), showing the
‘‘delta function-like’’ features we aim to measure and detect. Whilst differentiation
of the displacement has been used to illustrate the form of the velocity signal, it is
noted that our method estimates velocity directly from video footage.
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ferential operator, that maximized at boundaries of appropriate
shape (e.g., circular regions such as the pupil/limbus, and parabolic
regions like eyelids) given the pupil center position (Daugman,
1993). Yuille, Hallinan, and Cohen (1992) introduced deformable
eye templates, based on fitting mathematical models to image data
(using energy minimization). Chow and Li (1993) also used a
deformable template approach, in which parabolas were fitted
after the (circular) pupils were detected by Hough transform. More
recently, Li, Babcock, and Parkhurst, 2006 described the starburst
method. In this approach, rays emanate from an estimate of the
pupil center, and searches are performed along these paths to
detect intensity edges, namely the pupil edge or the limbus. These
edges serve as additional seeds for further additional edge
Fig. 2. (A) Image from a standard IR eye tracking system and (B) Video footage of the
Reflections and contamination from eyelashes are also present. At the same time, we ob
searches. The random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm
(Fischler & Bolles, 1981) robustly rejects unlikely candidate edge
points found by this approach, by determining an ellipse for the
pupil/limbus that fits a majority of feature points within a given
threshold error.

In young subjects, head-mounting of IR sources and/or cameras
is not well tolerated (Franchak, Kretch, Soska, & Adolph, 2011), the
use of chin rests is not practical and the pre-measurement calibra-
tion routines that are required by many eye tracking systems
require a level of cooperation that is unlikely to be achieved. This
often precludes the use of standard eye tracking equipment with
young children and indicates the need for remotely positioned
camera monitoring of the eye, as well as simpler calibration if pos-
sible. It is, furthermore, natural to ask whether specialized equip-
ment is required to provide the eye movement data required for
the objective detection and quantification of OKN, or whether
low cost off the shelf consumer video is sufficient.

A key issue that is faced when using low-cost video equipment
for recording OKN is illustrated in Fig. 2B which shows a represen-
tative RGB video frame of an eye. The contrast between the pupil
and iris is poor: severely reducing the accuracy of any pupil track-
ing algorithm, particularly so for darker irises. Furthermore, the
image contains reflections and eyelashes that will further con-
found efforts to determine a precise position-based displacement
signal for the eye. On the other hand, the image shows a readily
identifiable limbal edge, which represents a viable feature for
tracking. Limbal detection and tracking methods using parametric
modeling (Iskander, 2006) and light integration over the entire eye
have been described (Abe, Ohi, & Ohyama, 2007). Furthermore,
methods are available that may account for the presence of con-
founding features such as reflections and eyelashes (Kong &
Zhang, 2001a; Kong & Zhang, 2001; He, Tan, Sun, & Qiu, 2008)
within such images. Our aim was to build on this previous work
to develop a reliable and robust method for the detection of OKN
within RGB video footage of the eye that could provide a basis
for the objective assessment of OKN in both clinical and research
environments.

Our novel approach attempts to directly estimate the horizontal
velocity of the limbal edge VxðtÞ over a video sequence using a
method based on Lucas–Kanade optical flow (Barron, Fleet, &
Beauchemin, 1994). It is noted that whilst Lucas–Kanade feature
tracking has been used to track head movement (Morris,
Blenkhorn, & Zaidi, 2002), and the torsion of the iris (Lee, Choi, &
Park, 2007), we are not aware of optical flow being used for the
analysis of OKN. This optic flow based approach represents a signif-
icant departure from model based/feature tracking methods which
critically rely on precise localization of specific features from one
frame to the next in order to determine displacement. Here we
present the technique itself and behavioral results from adult
observers obtained using both a low cost off the shelf consumer
video camera and web-cam.
eye, typical of our experiments.The contrast between the pupil/iris edge is low.
serve that the limbus often presents a good contrast edge.



Fig. 3. The major elements of the algorithm we have implemented for determining
the presence of OKN from the limbal velocity signal. The strategy is to determine
optic flow over an image containing the eye, which we further mask with a binary
estimate of the limbal edge. By doing this, we aim to select only those velocity
vectors corresponding to the limbal edge (the masked velocity field). The presence
of OKN is determining by calculating and thresholding the consistency measure K ,
the normalized average of saccadic peaks in the resulting signal.
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2. General methods

2.1. Algorithm overview

The process we have adopted is summarized by Fig. 3. The first
step is to convert RGB video footage into a stream of reduced/gray-
scale images Iðx; y; tÞ (here ðx; yÞ refers to pixel locations and t is the
frame number). In this work, we have adopted the use of an image
pyramid approach to perform the data reduction transformation
(Camus & Wildes, 2002; Hsu, Abdel-Mottaleb, & Jain, 2002). The
subsequent method is as follows: (1) we use the Lucas–Kanade
flow to determine a velocity field Vðx; y; tÞ over an entire image
(for each given time t). We then (2) select Vðx; y; tÞ in regions of
limbus edge (found using standard edge detection algorithms) in
order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The next step is to (3)
take the vector average of the masked velocity field, and use the
horizontal component to yield the limbal signal VxðtÞ. Finally, given
a suitable interval of VxðtÞ containing OKN we (4) apply a heuristic
analysis to the signal to detect the ‘‘delta function-like’’ peaks in
the velocity signal associated with the OKN reset event as illus-
trated by Fig. 1B. By determining the normalized average of these
peaks (which we refer to as K) and thresholding the absolute value
jKj, we obtain a measure that indicates the presence of consistent
saccadic movements and the direction of these saccades. Lower
absolute K values (jKj < 1) indicate saccades in both rightward
and leftward directions and/or small saccadic eye movements.
Higher absolute jKj values (jKj < 1), on the other hand, indicate
pronounced saccadic eye movements occurring in consistent direc-
tion as would be expected from a brisk OKN response.

2.1.1. Limbal edge detection
Edge detection is used to determine a binary edge map qðx; y; tÞ

identifying likely limbus pixels within each image of the eye
Iðx; y; tÞ. By using this edge map to select out the relevant regions
of the optic flow field, we aim to increase the specificity of our
velocity determination. In this work we identify the limbus as a
falling vertical edge (i.e., going from sclera to pupil) within the
image Iðx; y; tÞ by applying the Prewitt operator (Prewitt, 1970).
The resulting edge map is binarized using hysteresis thresholding
(Condurache & Aach, 2005). Connected regions below an empiri-
cally determined weight, as well as regions connected to the image
border are removed.
2.1.2. Optic flow estimation
Our method departs from standard eye tracking methods by our

use of the optic flow over the region of the eye to identify motion
due to saccadic eye movements. The optical flow equation is (Horn
& Schunck, 1981; Barron, Fleet, & Beauchemin, 1994),

It ¼ �rIðx; y; tÞ � V ð1Þ

where It ¼ @I=@t x; y; tð Þ and rI ¼ @I=@x; @I=@y; @I=@zð Þ are the time
and spatial gradients of the image respectively, and Vðx; y; tÞ is the
estimated (vector) velocity field. The assumption of Lucas–Kanade
optical flow is that V is constant over a small region around the
pixel ðx; yÞ, which yields a linear system that can be solved for
Vðx; y; tÞ using a standard least squares approaches (Björck, 1996).

Our modification is to estimate a limbal velocity VðtÞ from the
optic flow derived velocity Vðx; y; tÞ by weighting this velocity with
the masking function qðx; y; tÞ. The masking function is designed to
select only velocities in the region of the limbus. In particular, we
set it to qðx; y; tÞ ¼ 1 when a pixel is determined to belong to the
limbus, and qðx; y; tÞ ¼ 0 otherwise. In practice qðx; y; tÞ is the bin-
ary edge map introduced in Section 2.1.1. The equation for VðtÞ is
therefore:

VðtÞ ¼

P
I
qðx;y;tÞVðx;y;tÞP

I
qðx;y;tÞ
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X

I
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X

I
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This equation is defined when limbal pixels have been detected in a
frame, and in this case VðtÞ is simply the average velocity of pixels
classified as belonging to the limbus. Otherwise, VðtÞ is undefined.
We also note that the signal described here is a vector quantity,
but in further analysis we use only the horizontal component VxðtÞ.
2.1.3. Analysis of the limbal velocity signal
The next step of our analysis is to decide whether OKN is pres-

ent within the recorded section of data VxðtÞ, the horizontal com-
ponent of �VðtÞ, and if so, the direction of the saccadic eye
movements. Because the raw velocity signal VxðtÞ contains velocity
peaks due not only to OKN, but spurious eye movements, blinks,
and signal noise that need to be removed we have taken a number
of steps to remove unwanted information. These are described in
detail below, but in summary, velocity peaks are excluded from
analysis: (1) if peaks attain a maximum velocity below an empiri-
cally derived threshold value rV pixels/frame, (2) if the generated
peak did not cross the zero velocity axis, and (3) if subsequent
detected peaks are too close temporally (with threshold of rt

frames) to be due to OKN. If there are surviving peaks, we average
their maximum values (multiplied by the normalization value
1=rV an empirically derived velocity threshold). If peaks are weak
(i.e., near threshold), or equally distributed between positive and
negative then a low averaged value will result. Conversely, if peaks
are consistently positive or negative, the measure will exceed
threshold, and the sign will correlate with the direction of the sacc-
adic eye movements occurring due to OKN. Finally, the entire
velocity record is discarded if there are not enough remaining
peaks to indicate consistent saccadic movements indicative of
OKN. The detailed algorithm is given below.
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1. Detect all velocity maxima/minima within the given interval of
VxðtÞ signal and label them QðjÞ, where j ¼ 1 . . . M. A maxima/
minima is defined as a point with neighboring points less
than/greater than the test point by an absolute threshold of
rpeak pixels/frame.

2. Threshold these peaks, i.e., eliminate all peaks jQðjÞj < rV where
rV is an empirically determined (horizontal) velocity threshold.
Reset M to the number of remaining peaks.

3. Reject minima/maxima if they do not indicate a reversal in the
direction of the eye. A valid velocity peak should in principle,
cross the axis defined by zero velocity: the slow-phase and
quick-phase occur in opposite directions (and hence are of
opposite sign). This rule also assists in identifying ‘‘jagged
edges’’ or noise that may occur on the face of a valid velocity
peak. Again, reset M to the number of remaining peaks.

4. Reject peaks that are less than a given number of frames apart
(rt). Again, reset M to the number of remaining peaks. In this
work, we used a threshold of 4 frames corresponding to 133–
160 ms (for camera frame-rates of 30 Hz and 25 Hz). We note
that the expected slow phase interval for a stimulus moving
at 10 deg/s was estimated to be greater than 250 ms by
Waddington and Harris (2012).

5. Reject a solitary maxima/minima (i.e., with no other maxima of
the same sign in the trial). We assume that an isolated peak, is
not enough evidence to indicate the presence of OKN. In this
case we do not continue to the estimation of normalized aver-
age peak velocity and the algorithm stops.

6. Determine the normalized average peak velocity K. If there are
remaining peaks then take K as the mean of the velocities after
normalization by the velocity threshold rV (which was set to
0.5 pixels/frame in this work). If there are no remaining peaks,
set the value of K to zero.
Headrest 
16” CRT 

Video camera 

Stimulus 

Fig. 4. The experimental setup. The inset shows an example of the RDK stimulus
pattern presented to observers.
�K ¼ 1= MrV

� �PM
j¼1QðjÞ M > 0

0 M ¼ 0

(
ð3Þ

In this work we take an absolute value of K of less than 1 to indi-
cate the absence of consistent quick phase movements indicative
of OKN, whilst a value of �K P 1 indicates the presence of consistent
quick phase movements, and hence OKN. The sign of K indicates
the direction.

3. Experimental validation

All participants gave full written informed consent, all study
protocols were approved by the University of Auckland Ethics
Committee and complied with the declaration of Helsinki.

3.1. Experiment 1

3.1.1. Overview
The aims of experiment 1 were; (1) to assess whether the OKN

detection algorithm could correctly classify OKN eye movements
as being leftwards or rightwards, and (2) to compare the perfor-
mance of the OKN detector to that of an experienced human obser-
ver (TY). For this experiment we used a random dot kinematogram
(RDK) with variable motion coherence to elicit OKN. We chose this
stimulus as the perception of global motion within such stimuli is
thought to rely on dorsal areas of the extrastriate visual cortex that
may be particularly vulnerable to abnormal development
(Braddick, Atkinson, & Wattam-Bell, 2003; Grinter, Maybery, &
Badcock, 2010; Macintyre-Béon et al., 2010). Furthermore, we have
recently found that RDKs can elicit reliable slow and fast-phase
optokinetic eye movements that can be used to measure motion
coherence thresholds in young children who cannot yet provide
behavioral responses to psychophysical tasks (Yu et al., 2013).
3.1.2. Stimulus and recording equipment
Following Yu et al. (2013), the RDK consisted of 250 moving

white dots (0.5 deg diameter, 8 deg/s speed), presented at 100%
contrast on a 1600 cathode ray tube (CRT) display (see the inset of
Fig. 4). The stimuli were presented using software developed in
MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) using the Psychophysics Tool-
box extensions (Brainard, 1997). The dots were presented in a
8:3� circular window for 8 s and had a limited lifetime whereby
each dot had a 25% chance of dying on any given frame and being
replotted in a new, random location within the stimulus. Dots that
reached the edge of the stimulus aperture were wrapped around.
The coherence level of the stimulus, i.e., the proportion of dots mov-
ing in the same direction versus the total population of dots could
be adjusted to vary the strength of coherent motion present in the
stimulus (Newsome, Britten, & Movshon, 1989). We tested two
coherence levels: (1) full coherence (i.e., 100% of the dots moved
in the same direction) and (2) low coherence (between 12% and
15% of all dots moved in concert, whilst the rest moved randomly).
The direction of coherent motion was randomized across trials. The
low coherence level was chosen to be suprathreshold for our
observers (i.e.,the global motion direction was still clearly visible)
while still allowing us to test the algorithm on eye movements
elicited by degraded motion signals.

The 1600 CRT display was viewed from 50 cm. Video footage was
collected using a SONY digital high definition camera (HDR-CX7EK,
Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), that delivered video consisting of
RGB images (1920� 1080 pixels) at 25 frames per second. The
camera was placed to the side of the CRT, and centered on the clos-
est eye. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.
3.1.3. Procedure
Six adults (mean age = 25 years) with normal vision viewed the

RDK stimuli binocularly with their head restrained by a chin rest. A
fixation point was presented in the center of the CRT screen before
and after each RDK presentation trial. Participants were instructed
to fixate on the point in between trials and stare at the center of
the screen during trials. The fixation point was not presented dur-
ing a trial.

Footage obtained from the trials was prepared for further pro-
cessing by manually cropping the video around each eye within
every trial. The video for each trial was cropped temporally to
include only frames recorded when the participant was viewing
the motion stimulus. A total of 115 trials (of 8 s length) were
obtained from our participants (73 at full coherence and 42 at
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low coherence). The participants were able to perceive the direc-
tion of the signal dots in each trial as indicated by behavioral
responses provided during testing.

The velocity estimator and OKN detector were applied offline to
each resulting video record. The detector estimated K. The absolute
value of K was thresholded to indicate the presence ðjKjP 1Þ or
absence ðjKj < 1Þ of OKN. The sign of the measure indicated the
direction. The first 17 trials were recorded using the 100% coher-
ence stimuli and were used to calibrate the parameters for the
method. Our software was written using MATLAB, and we used
an implementation of the Lucas–Kanade optical flow solver written
by Dollár (2012). The video footage was also viewed by an experi-
enced human observer (TY) who made a 2-alternative forced
choice decision as to whether the OKN response was consistent
with a leftwards or rightwards moving RDK. The observer was
not aware of the results generated by the detection algorithm
when viewing the videos.
3.1.4. Results
We achieved 100% accuracy for our calibration set of 17 trials (9

correct left detections, 8 correct right detections), after appropriate
adjustment of all algorithm parameters. Fig. 5 presents a sequence
of video frames obtained from the calibration trials that illustrate
important aspects of the detection process. The figure shows the
estimated limbal region overlayed on grayscale images of the
eye. The color of the limbal region correlates with limbal velocity,
where cool colors (blue) are low velocities and high velocities are
hot (red). Frame 10 shows a resting eye, whilst Frames 54–56 show
the occurrence of the OKN reset event (a saccadic eye movement).
Frame 26 demonstrates the loss of the limbal edge during an eye
blink. These observations are supported by inspection of the veloc-
ity traces (i.e., horizontal and vertical) for this sequence presented
in Fig. 6A and B. The frame numbers that appear in the bottom left
corner of the stills in Fig. 5, correspond directly to the horizontal
axis of Fig. 6A and B. The peaks accepted as ‘‘OKN-like’’ are shown
boxed. The empirically derived velocity threshold of 0.5 pixels/
frame is also shown as a dotted line.

The performance of the detector over all 115 trials was 93%, (54
correct left detections, 53 correct right detections, 8 errors) com-
pared to 98% (53 correct left detections, 60 correct right detections,
2 errors) for the human observer. This difference approached, but
did not reach, statistical significance (Chi-Square = 3.76, p ¼ 0:052).
The performance of the detector for the full coherence trials was
96% (38 correct left detections, 32 correct right detections, 3 errors)
compared to 100% (38 correct left detections, 35 correct
right detections) for the human observer, a non-significant
difference (Chi-Square = 3.06, p ¼ 0:08) For the low coherence
trials the detector performed at 88% correct (16 correct left
detections, 21 correct right detections, 5 errors) compared to 95%
correct for the human observer (15 correct left detections, 25
correct right detections, 2 errors), also a non-significant difference
(Chi-Square = 1.40, p = 0.24). The poorer performance for the low
coherence trials is likely due to the weaker global motion signal
inducing less reliable OKN responses (Yu et al., 2013).

The distributions of absolute OKN consistency values jKj for
incorrectly and correctly classified trials are summarized by
Fig. 5. Video frames corresponding to the data shown in Fig. 6A and B. Frame 10: The ey
vanishes during an eye blink. Frames 54–56: The occurence of OKN, where red indicates
frames. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
Fig. 7A and B respectively. For the full coherence trials 3/3 (100%)
incorrectly classified trials had K values less than 1 compared to
18/70 (26%) for the correctly classified trials (Chi-Square = 7.7,
p < 0:005). Similarly for the low coherence trials 5/5 (100%) incor-
rectly classified trials had K values less than 1 compared to 17/37
(46%) for the correctly identified trials (Chi-Square = 5.0, p = 0.02).
An inspection of the velocity traces for the incorrectly classified tri-
als (e.g., Fig. 6 panels C–E) indicated that the low jKj values were
due to velocity peaks being relatively equally distributed around
zero. These bi-directional peaks appeared to cancel each other
out resulting in a low OKN consistency measure.

To confirm this observation, the video footage of the 8 trials
incorrectly classified by the detector were reviewed for a second
time by our experienced human observer (TY). Firstly, it was con-
firmed that bi-directional velocity spikes resulted from actual eye
movements visible within the video footage, and were not caused
by spurious errors of the method. Secondly, it was found that the
recordings indeed contained sequences of OKN in which direction
changed.

3.1.5. Discussion
The results of experiment 1 were encouraging as they indicated

that judgments of OKN direction generated by the detector were
not reliably different from those made by an experienced human
observer. Furthermore, classification errors made by the detector
were due to irregular or weak OKN responses. For the low coher-
ence trials, the irregular OKN responses (i.e.,the occurrence of
OKN in two different directions within one trial) was likely due
to the presence of noise dots within the stimulus. The noise dots
may have happened to generate a motion signal that was suffi-
ciently strong to elicit OKN in a direction different to the signal
direction for a short period during stimulus presentation.

3.2. Experiment 2

3.2.1. Overview
Experiment 2 had three aims: (1) to assess whether the OKN

consistency measure K was affected by stimulus velocity, (2) to
assess whether the OKN detector would correctly reject trials dur-
ing which participants passively viewed a stationary stimulus, and
(3) to assess whether the detection technique could be applied to
footage obtained using a standard webcam. A high contrast
square-wave grating stimulus was used for experiment 2 as this
type of stimulus is used routinely to induce OKN in clinical studies.

3.2.2. Stimulus and recording equipment
An IBM P275 cathode ray screen (2000 viewable area, a resolu-

tion of 1600� 1200 and 75 Hz refresh rate) was viewed from
90 cm on which were presented a 100% contrast square wave grat-
ing with a fundamental spatial frequency of 0.833 cycles/deg as
used by Hyon et al. (2010). Three presentation velocities (0 deg/s,
5 deg/s and 10 deg/s) were used, and the grating always moved
right to left. Video footage of the OKN eye responses was obtained
using an LogiTech HD Pro Webcam C920 (recording facilitated
using the Logitech Webcam Software Version 2.51). The stimuli
were coded and presented using the MATLAB Psychophysics
toolbox.
e in a resting phase, as indicated by the cool color. Frame 26: The limbus estimate
a large velocity between frames. A rapid movement to the right occurs over these

referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.2.3. Procedure
A group of five adult observers (mean age = 23) with normal

vision who did not participate in experiment 1 viewed the stimuli
patterns binocularly, and were instructed to stare at the center of
the drifting stimulus pattern during the stimulus presentation per-
iod. Observers heads were restrained using a chin rest. Each obser-
ver completed one trial of each stimulus velocity (0, 5 and 10 deg/
s). Eye movements were recorded for a 20 s period and the record-
ings were processed using the optic flow methods described above.

The limbus detection parameters were modified to account for
the larger image of the eye that resulted from positioning the cam-
era closer to the eye. In experiment 1, a single pyramidal reduction
was used, and groupings of pixels with a weight below 20 were
discarded. In this experiment, an additional pyramidal reduction
was performed, and groupings of pixels less than 50 pixels were
discarded. It is also noted that two additional heuristic rules were
introduced. Firstly, blinks were detected by thresholding the verti-
cal velocity signal of the eye (VyðtÞ > 1 pixels/frame) as determined
by masking the vertical component of the optical flow with a hor-
izontal edge detector (again using the Prewitt operator). By doing
so, we aimed to detect frames containing the rapid downward
sweep of the (horizontal) lid edge. The regions of the VxðtÞ signal
corresponding to the detected eye blinks were ignored from fur-
ther processing (in this work, a two frame interval on either side
of a detected blink was also ignored). Secondly, a strategy for
removing widely spaced peaks was introduced. If two subsequent



Fig. 7. The distribution of absolute OKN consistencies jKj for: (A) The full coherence
group. (B) The low coherence group. Shown within each histogram are the correct
detections, as well as the incorrect detections. The incorrect detections appear at
low values of OKN consistency, particularly so for the full coherence group.
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peaks were detected (in the same direction), but the time interval
between subsequent saccadic peaks was greater than a 4 s
threshold (approximately the time taken to travel across the full
screen at the 5 deg/s velocity), then it was assumed that the inter-
val between the peaks was not consistent with being due to the
slow phase of OKN. In the absence of additional neighboring peaks
(of the same sign) these two peaks would be discarded.
3.2.4. Results
For the stationary stimuli, velocity traces either did not pass

through the algorithm to allow estimation of K (3/5 traces) or K
did not exceed threshold (2/5 traces, jKj 6 0:6 pixels/frame). The
direction of all moving stimuli was classified correctly by the
detector and the jKj values for the 5 deg/s trials did not differ
significantly from those for the 10 deg/s trials (5 deg/s mean
jKj ¼ 2:38, SD = 0.15; 10 deg/s mean jKj ¼ 2:85, SD = 0.62; t = 1.45,
p = 0.22).
3.2.5. Discussion
The OKN detector was sensitive to the presence or absence of

OKN when provided with web-cam footage of participants viewing
square wave grating stimuli. In the case where valid OKN was
detected, the jKj values produced by the OKN detector did not
change when the stimulus velocity was doubled suggesting that
this measure for detecting OKN is relatively robust to stimulus
velocity.
4. General discussion

We report a technique for detecting the presence and direction
of OKN that can be implemented using off-the shelf video equip-
ment (i.e., camcorders or web-cams). Our initial testing indicates
that the technique can detect OKN elicited by RDKs and square
wave gratings and has an accuracy that is comparable to that of
an experienced human observer.

The technique may be useful for the assessment of visual per-
ception in observers who are not able to complete clinical or psy-
chophysical tasks that require subjective behavioral responses.
Previous studies have used the presence or absence of OKN in
response to specific psychophysical stimuli to address a range of
issues such as visual acuity in patients with low vision (Wester,
Rizzo, Balkwill, & Wall, 2007) and global motion perception in
infants (Banton & Bertenthal, 1996; Mason, Braddick, & Wattam-
Bell, 2003; Yu et al., 2013). However, the use of OKN to measure
visual function can be challenging. Well calibrated eye tracking
equipment can be used to precisely measure the motion of the
eye and provide displacement over time information that can sub-
sequently be used to derive the presence or absence of OKN. How-
ever the required equipment is expensive and often requires levels
of compliance from the observer that can be difficult to achieve.
Alternatively human observers can judge the presence of OKN,
either in real time or on the basis of video footage of the eyes.
While reliable (see experiment 1), this approach can be laborious,
particularly if a considerable number of trials are required to esti-
mate a psychophysical threshold. Our technique provides a third
alternative whereby the presence or absence of OKN can be deter-
mined objectively on the basis of eye movement recordings made
using inexpensive equipment that does not require detailed cali-
bration. We are currently working to integrate our OKN detection
approach with a technique that we have developed which stabi-
lizes the position of the head within video footage of participants
with unrestrained heads (Sangi, Thompson, Vaghefi, &
Turuwhenua, 2014). This will allow for OKN detection without
the need for head restrains such as chin rests which are poorly tol-
erated by young children.

We found that the simple edge map approach we used worked
effectively. Fortuitously, in experiment 1, we found that if an eye
blink occurred (see for example, Fig. 6A) the limbal edge vanished,
thereby leaving a null response in the velocity record VxðtÞ. There-
fore the absence of the limbal edge served as a simple blink detec-
tion mechanism. In experiment 2, an additional simple blink
detection mechanism was introduced to compensate for the close
proximity of the camera to the eye.

On the other hand, we found that non-limbal features such as
eye-lashes and general reflections could, in some instances, distort
the limbal edge mask. Furthermore, these spurious distortions
could appear and disappear temporally in a highly unpredictable
manner. Even so, we found that our estimates for VxðtÞ remained
reliable in these instances: the shape of the edge map did not need
to be particularly precise (spatially or temporally) in order to yield
valid results. It is likely that the process of averaging over the edge
map made the velocity estimates robust to instantaneous changes
in the size of the mask and the presence of stationary non-limbal
edges such as eyelashes. Nevertheless, it is possible that our
method could be improved by the addition of suitable eyelash
(Kong & Zhang, 2001), and corneal reflection (Li, Winfield, &
Parkhurst, 2005) detectors.

The main disadvantage of our technique is that it acts as an OKN
detector and does not provide estimates of OKN gain, a measure
that has been widely used to assess the integrity of the visual path-
ways involved in retinal image stabilization (Rivaud, Müri,
Gaymard, Vermersch, & Pierrot-Deseilligny, 1994; Valmaggia
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et al., 2004). Accurate measurements of OKN gain require a tempo-
ral resolution greater than that provided by most off the shelf video
equipment and therefore require specialized eye tracking equip-
ment. Rather than measuring OKN gain, our technique is designed
to indicate the presence of OKN and its direction in cases where
eye tracking equipment is not available or cannot be used due to
issues with observer compliance. Work is underway to understand
whether the methods developed here could be used with higher
frame rate equipment.

5. Conclusion

We have developed a promising approach for determining the
presence and direction of OKN in video sequences recorded using
low cost off-the-shelf equipment. The method uses optic flow com-
bined with a limbal masking strategy to directly estimate limbal
velocity. Simple heuristics are used to determine the presence
and direction of OKN within a trial. The approach aims to avoid pit-
falls of methods based on model/feature tracking, in-particular, the
confounding effects of eyelashes on feature detection. The results
are encouraging, and suggest that more work is warranted. This
method could be used as the basis of a system for the low cost
assessment of OKN.
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